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Principles

▶ Reproducibility
▶ Transparency: open source / data / metadata / methodology
▶ Flexibility
▶ Peer review & Scientific/Statistical knowledge
▶ Collaboration

Note

Open source code means also more dynamic code:

new solutions are created and shared continuously!



Organization

▶ Lectures (on 3, 4, 5 of May 2022, from 9:00 GMT to 11:00 GMT, online)
▶ Practical sessions (3, 4, 5 of May 2022, from 13:00 GMT to 14:00 GMT, online):

▶ participants use, adapt and report, based on template Rmd-files (provided by the
instructors, one for each sesssion) and individual datasets

▶ sharing the exercise files at: https://github.com/violetacln/learnRio

https://github.com/violetacln/learnRio


R-packages frequently used:

# install.packages("tidyverse", "tidymodels",
# "caret", "stacks", "infer",
# ,
# "dcmodify", "deductive","simputation", "mice", "VIM",
#
# "validate", "validatetools", "errorlocate",
#
# "DataExplorer", "funModeling", "dataReporter",
# "tseries", "forecast", "tsfeatures",
#
# dependencies=TRUE)



 



 



Resources

▶ https://statswiki.unece.org/display/GSBPM/Clickable+GSBPM+v5.1
▶ https://bookdown.org/mike/data_analysis/imputation-missing-data.html
▶ http://statistikat.github.io/VIM/articles/VisualImp.html
▶ https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/simputation/vignettes/intro.html
▶ https://www.tidymodels.org/packages/ and https://www.tidymodels.org/learn/
▶ Reminder of validation methods with R: https://data-cleaning.github.io/validate
▶ the great collection of open code for official statistics, at:

https://github.com/SNStatComp/awesome-official-statistics-software

https://statswiki.unece.org/display/GSBPM/Clickable+GSBPM+v5.1
https://bookdown.org/mike/data_analysis/imputation-missing-data.html
http://statistikat.github.io/VIM/articles/VisualImp.html
https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/simputation/vignettes/intro.html
https://www.tidymodels.org/packages/
https://www.tidymodels.org/learn/
https://data-cleaning.github.io/validate
https://github.com/SNStatComp/awesome-official-statistics-software


Round of table

Short poll:

▶ your field
▶ your favorite use of R



Content of the current course

Part 1: Data editing and imputation
▶ stage 5.4. of GSBPM, using R

Part 2: Output validation
▶ stages 6.1. (draft) and 6.2. (validation) of GSBPM

Part 3: Output interpretation and explanation, including in-depth statistical
analysis
▶ stage 6.3. of GSBPM



Previous course: the R validation course of 2021
( GSBPM stages 5.3, part of 5.4, including advanced validation methods )

Error detection based on
▶ expert rules
▶ statistical analysis
▶ machine learning: supervised/unsupervised

(input / output data)

Error location and error correction methods
▶ manual
▶ automatic correction based on modifier rules
▶ imputation main methods with simputation package

Zoom poll: did you participate? if so, did you apply any of the methods?



Part 1

Data editing and imputation
(completing the stage 5.4. of GSBPM)

using R



https://statswiki.unece.org/display/GSBPM/5.4+Edit+and+impute

 

https://statswiki.unece.org/display/GSBPM/5.4+Edit+and+impute


Causes of missing values

▶ data collection reasons: non-response or data loss or recording error (out of range,
unknown, other)

▶ incorrect data values: found by data validation and error location processes
(learned in previous course)



Consequences of missing values

▶ reduced statistical power
▶ biased estimated parameters
▶ samples are not representative for the whole population
▶ added complexity to statistical analyses



Types of data with missing values

By use:

▶ used for inference, prediction:
▶ partially observed predictors
▶ partially observed outcomes / response
▶ longitudinal or clustered outcomes with missing values

▶ used for summary/output statistics

By statistical type:

▶ continuous
▶ categorical

and some of their sub-types (ordinal, semi-continuous)



(Non-) Sampling and missing data?

ids- y -x1-x2-x3

ids- 1 -1 -1 -1 - complete

ids- 1 -0 -1 -0 - missing predictor(s) values (missing item)

ids- 0 -1 -1 -1 - unobserved outcome (missing item)

ids- 0 -0 -0 -0 - sampled but non-response (missing unit)

— - 0 -0 -0 -0 - not sampled (non-participation,result of non-probability sampling)



Mechanism of missing values: definitions

Let R - matrix of missingness indicators (0,1)

▶ Missing by design
▶ MCAR (missing completely at random):

Probability of missing is independent of any data values (observed or missing).

P(R|Xo, Xm) = P(R)



▶ MAR (missing at random):

Probability of missing depends on the observed data but not on the missing data
values.

P(R|Xo, Xm) = P(R|Xo)

▶ MNAR or NMAR (missing not at random):

Probability of missing depends on the missing data values.

P(R|Xo, Xm) = P(R|Xm)

Mechanism generating the missing values = unknown



Examples

▶ By design: cut-off sampling (including only units with some variable between
boundaries) like selecting only “large” companies for a given survey

▶ MCAR: a random sub-sample of the total survey sample is asked to report income
▶ MAR (ignorable): respondents with certain occupations are less likely to report

income
▶ MNAR: respondents with high income are less likely to report income



Mechanism of missing values: methods of diagnostic

▶ MAR versus MNAR:

The solution for diagnostics: measure some of that missing data.

If not possible, use scientific knowledge such as:

▶ how sensitive a survey question is or
▶ how likely it is to have measurement errors



▶ MAR versus MCAR:

The solution for diagnostics:

▶ create a missing-indicator variable (denoted Q) with values of 0 and 1
▶ test for association between Q and other variables in the data set (may use t-test

or chi-square or re-sampling based)
▶ if H0 is rejected, then data are not MCAR
▶ if H0 is not rejected, then: we do not know! (it does NOT mean that data are

MCAR)



Difficulties to be solved by any imputation method

▶ dimensional and distributional
▶ uni/multi-variate approach
▶ density of missing values

▶ multiple data scales
▶ multiple data types
▶ influence of outliers (in continuous variables)
▶ time series specifics
▶ clusters and longitudinal data



Simplest methods BUT not always correct
▶ Deletion:

▶ List-wise /case-wise deletion or complete case analysis
▶ danger: too many cases removed, large standard error, biased estimates if data MAR

and not MCAR even for regression models
▶ Pair-wise deletion

▶ danger: biased estimates if data is MAR, covariance matrix not positive definite
▶ Non-response weighting (adjusted for non-response by weighting)



▶ Mean, mode, median substitution
▶ dangerous:

▶ biased estimates of variance/covariance
▶ distorting distribution of variable
▶ underestimated standard errors (inflated Type I errors)



Other simple, sometimes efficient
▶ From donor data:

▶ underlying data:
▶ hot-deck
▶ kNN (k nearest neighbours): fast, see Big Data applications

▶ last observation carried forward (for longitudinal data)
▶ external data

▶ Deterministic (rule based, unique solution)



Imputation methods based on models: best performance
▶ Main and recommended estimating methods:

▶ Maximum likelihood
▶ Multiple imputations and/or Bayesian models

▶ including Multiple imputations for multi-level data (clustered, longitudinal, etc), see:
https://www.ebpi.uzh.ch/dam/jcr:dc0cef17-29c7-4e61-8d33-
e690561ab7ae/mi_intro20191001.pdf
https://bookdown.org/mike/data_analysis/nonlinear-and-generalized-linear-mixed-
models.html

▶ Machine learning based:
▶ CART (decision trees)
▶ random forest
▶ iterative random forest imputation (missForest)
▶ more!

https://www.ebpi.uzh.ch/dam/jcr:dc0cef17-29c7-4e61-8d33-e690561ab7ae/mi_intro20191001.pdf
https://www.ebpi.uzh.ch/dam/jcr:dc0cef17-29c7-4e61-8d33-e690561ab7ae/mi_intro20191001.pdf
https://bookdown.org/mike/data_analysis/nonlinear-and-generalized-linear-mixed-models.html
https://bookdown.org/mike/data_analysis/nonlinear-and-generalized-linear-mixed-models.html


Special techniques for imputation model fitting
▶ Stochastic / Robust / Linear Regression imputation
▶ EM algorithm for finding the ML or MAP parameters estimates when data has

missing values, by using, iteratively: single imputation and conditional expectation
calculations

▶ IRMI (iterative robust model-based imputations): robust regression fits a model
for each variable used as response while all others are considered regressors.
Procedure is iterated until it converges.

(see Imputation with the R package VIM, Journal of Statistical Software, 2016,
Kowarik A., Templ M.)



Main R-packages for imputations

simputations, VIM, mice, mi, Hmisc, missForest

Amelia II, forecast

Note
mice-package can do Bayesian Stochastic regression imputation

Why easier to use simputations
IMPUTED ~ MODEL_SPECIFICATION [ | GROUPING ]



Example VIM and simputation packages working together

s1. Visualization of missing data

# data included into R base
dat <- iris
dat[1:3,1] <- dat[3:7,2] <- dat[8:10,5] <- NA
head(dat,10)
library(VIM)
library(magrittr)
aggr(dat)



 



histMiss(dat, only.miss = FALSE)
matrixplot(dat, sortby="Petal.Length")
matrixplot(dat, sortby="Species")

dat [, c("Sepal.Length", "Sepal.Width")] %>%
marginplot()

marginmatrix(dat)
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s2. Fast report about the data set: run this example on your own computer!

## new package which does also simple validation checks

#dataReporter::makeDataReport(dat)
## output="pdf" or "html" or "word"

## or an old favorite

# DataExplorer::create_report(dat)
## output_format="pdf" or "html" or "word"



s3. Impute missing values with simputations and VIM

library(simputation)

da1 <- impute_lm(dat, Sepal.Length ~ Sepal.Width + Species)
# but if both Sepal.Length and Sepal.Width are missing, they will stay that way!
head(da1,3)
# we impute Sepal.Length only based on Species
da2 <- impute_median(da1, Sepal.Length ~ Species)
head(da2,3)
# use decision tree to impute Species missing values, using all other variables
da3 <- impute_cart(da2, Species ~ .)
head(da3,10)
# or chain all methods above with %>%



and also

# may use a similar method for multiple variables
da5 <- impute_rlm(dat, Sepal.Length + Sepal.Width ~ Petal.Length + Species)
head(da5)
### or use sequential and random hotdeck procedures
da_shd <-impute_shd(dat, . ~ 1, pool="complete")
head(da_shd)
da_rhd <- impute_rhd(dat, . ~ 1, pool="univariate")
head(da_shd)
da_knn <- VIM::kNN(dat)
head(da_knn)



## Sepal.Length Sepal.Width Petal.Length Petal.Width Species
## 1 5.9 3.5 1.4 0.2 setosa
## 2 5.9 3 1.4 0.2 setosa
## 3 5.9 3 1.3 0.2 setosa

## Sepal.Length Sepal.Width Petal.Length Petal.Width Species Sepal.Length_imp
## 1 5.2 3.5 1.4 0.2 setosa TRUE
## 2 4.8 3.0 1.4 0.2 setosa TRUE
## 3 5.0 3.2 1.3 0.2 setosa TRUE
## Sepal.Width_imp Petal.Length_imp Petal.Width_imp Species_imp
## 1 FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE
## 2 FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE
## 3 TRUE FALSE FALSE FALSE



s4. Visualization of the results of imputations

VIM::aggr(da_knn, delimiter = "_imp")
VIM::histMiss(da_knn, delimiter = "_imp", only.miss = FALSE)

VIM::matrixplot(da_knn, delimiter = "_imp", sortby="Petal.Length")
VIM::matrixplot(da_knn, delimiter = "_imp", sortby="Species")

da_knn [, c("Sepal.Length", "Sepal.Width", "Sepal.Length_imp")] %>%
marginplot(delimiter = "_imp")

# and other possible combinations

VIM::marginmatrix(da_knn, delimiter = "_imp")
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Evaluation of imputation methods

▶ Simulations, with sampling and/or missing data mechanisms variation
▶ Criteria:

▶ raw bias
▶ percentage bias
▶ coverage rate
▶ average width of confidence interval
▶ root mean squared error



Example
(addapted from https://stefvanbuuren.name/fimd/sec-evaluation.html and the book
Flexible Imputation of Missing Data by Stef van Buuren)

Functions: create data

create.data <- function(beta = 1, sigma2 = 1, n = 50,
run = 1) {

set.seed(seed = run)
x <- rnorm(n)
y <- beta * x + rnorm(n, sd = sqrt(sigma2))
cbind(x = x, y = y)

}

https://stefvanbuuren.name/fimd/sec-evaluation.html


Function: create missing values

make.missing <- function(data, p = 0.5){
rx <- rbinom(nrow(data), 1, p)
data[rx == 0, "x"] <- NA
data

}



Function: imputations with two methods

test.impute <- function(data, m = 5, method = "norm", ...) {
imp <- mice(data, method = method, m = m, print = FALSE, ...)
# imp <- mice(data, method = "norm", m = 5, print = FALSE)
fit <- with(imp, lm(y ~ x))
# fit <- with(imp, lm(y ~ x))
tab <- summary(pool(fit), "all", conf.int = TRUE)
as.numeric(tab[2, c("estimate", "2.5 %", "97.5 %")])
## 2 indicates the "x" line in result

}



Function: simulations

simulate <- function(runs = 10) {
res <- array(NA, dim = c(2, runs, 3))
dimnames(res) <- list(c("norm.predict", "norm.nob"),

as.character(1:runs),
c("estimate", "2.5 %","97.5 %"))

for(run in 1:runs) {
data <- create.data(run = run)
data <- make.missing(data)
res[1, run, ] <- test.impute(data, method = "norm.predict",

m = 2)
res[2, run, ] <- test.impute(data, method = "norm.nob")

}
res}

res <- simulate(100)
apply(res, c(1, 3), mean, na.rm = TRUE)



Evaluate/compare imputation methods

# and thus the quality statistics are:
true <- 1
RB <- rowMeans(res[,, "estimate"]) - true
PB <- 100 * abs((rowMeans(res[,, "estimate"]) - true)/ true)
CR <- rowMeans(res[,, "2.5 %"] < true & true < res[,, "97.5 %"])
AW <- rowMeans(res[,, "97.5 %"] - res[,, "2.5 %"])
RMSE <- sqrt(rowMeans((res[,, "estimate"] - true)ˆ2))
data.frame(RB, PB, CR, AW, RMSE)

# RB PB CR AW RMSE
# norm.predict 0.35071170 35.071170 0.37 0.5428735 0.4250053
# norm.nob 0.00315411 0.315411 0.92 0.6876958 0.2241110



Interpretation of the example
Discuss!



Editing and imputation: comments

modifier (done during the R-validation course)

deductive (same)

rule discovery (same)

selective editing



Comparing data sets: needs and methods

Options
▶ successive lines

d1.X1, d1.X2, d1.X3
d2.X1, d2.X2, d2.X3
▶ new columns

d1.X1, d1.X2, d1.X3, d2.X1, d2.X2, d2.X3
▶ Example

d1- original data frame, with missing values
d2- data frame after imputation



Comparing data sets, old and new
See:
https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/validate/vignettes/cookbook.html#9_
Comparing_data_sets

▶ cells(df 1, df 2, ..., compare = c(”to_first”, ”sequential”))
▶ input: many data frames with same dimensions
▶ output: array of class cellComparison
▶ validate has two plot methods for this output: barplot() and plot()

▶ compare(v , df 1, df 2, ..., how = c(”to_first”, ”sequential”))
▶ barplot() and plot() methods available also for the output

https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/validate/vignettes/cookbook.html#9_Comparing_data_sets
https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/validate/vignettes/cookbook.html#9_Comparing_data_sets


Example, from validation handbook

# compare cell vallues #

library(validate)
data(SBS2000)
original <- SBS2000
version2 <- original
# make a little change
version2$other.rev <- abs(version2$other.rev)
cells(input = original, cleaned = version2, compare="sequential")
# more versions of data
version3 <- version2
version3$turnover[is.na(version3$turnover)] <-

version3$vat[is.na(version3$turnover)]



version4 <- version3
version4$turnover[is.na(version4$turnover)] <-

median(version4$turnover, na.rm=TRUE)
# from kEUR to EUR
version5 <- version4
version5$staff.costs <- version5$staff.costs * 1000
# check comparisons by cell()
out <- cells(input = original

, cleaned = version2
, vat_imp = version3
, med_imp = version4
, units = version5)

par(mfrow=c(2,1))
barplot(out)
plot(out)





Example of using the compare() function, from same handbook

# compare rule confrontation

vrules <- validator(other.rev >= 0, turnover >= 0
, turnover + other.rev == total.rev)

comparison <- compare(vrules
, input = original, cleaned = version2
, vat_imp = version3, med_imp = version4
, units = version5)

comparison
par(mfrow=c(2,1))
barplot(comparison)
plot(comparison)





Practical example with daff package and format
▶ What is daff format
▶ See exercise on Github at:

https://github.com/violetacln/learnRio

https://github.com/violetacln/learnRio


Part 2

Output draft and validation
(stages 6.1. and 6.2. of GSBPM)

using R



Statistical output drafts - types:
▶ index numbers
▶ seasonally adjusted statistics, e.g. trend, cycle, seasonal and irregular components
▶ summary statistics
▶ statistical estimates
▶ quality characteristics such as coefficients of variation
▶ maps: integrate GIS and ststistics

https://statswiki.unece.org/display/GSBPM/6.1+Prepare+draft+outputs

https://statswiki.unece.org/display/GSBPM/6.1+Prepare+draft+outputs


Output validation
https://statswiki.unece.org/display/GSBPM/6.2+Validate+outputs

 

https://statswiki.unece.org/display/GSBPM/6.2+Validate+outputs


Methods of output validation:

v1. if output is a data-set
apply standard validation methods (as for input data validation)

v2. if output is a statistical measure/index/test/estimate
▶ check and compare with expected/domain intelligence:

▶ population coverage and response rates
▶ associated metadata and quality indicators
▶ geo-spatial consistency
▶ other statistical consistency
▶ statistics (measures, tests, index numbers, summary statistics)

▶ confront the statistics against other relevant data (both internal and external)
▶ compare the statistics with previous cycles (if applicable)
▶ perform macro editing (if needed)
▶ validate the model used for statistical estimates!



v2. Measures of output quality:
▶ bias
▶ confidence bands / intervals
▶ prediction intervals



v1. Output is a data-set: Example

Readjusting after imputations, due to validation rules

# a very simple adjustment example
v <- validate::validator(
x + y == 10,
x > 0,
y > 0
)
# x and y will be adjusted by the same amount
match_restrictions(data.frame(x=4,y=5), v)
# One of the inequalies violated
match_restrictions(data.frame(x=-1,y=5), v)
# Weighted distances: 'heavy' variables change less
match_restrictions(data.frame(x=4,y=5), v, weight=c(100,1))



# if w=1/x0, the ratio between coefficients of x0 stay the same (to first order)
x0 <- data.frame(x=4,y=5)
x1 <- match_restrictions(x0, v, weight=1/as.matrix(x0))
x0[,1]/x0[,2]
x1[,1] / x1[2]

# example of tag usage
v <- validate::validator(x + y == 1, x>0,y>0)
d <- data.frame(x=NA,y=0.5)
d <- tag_missing(d)
# impute
d[1,1] <- 1
# only the tagged values will be altered. The tag is
# removed afterwards.
match_restrictions(d,v)



v2. Output is generated by a statistical model

Verify main characteristics of time series models
▶ uni-variate time series diagnostics

# example
set.seed(999)
tsuniv = ts(rnorm(2000))
rlist_univ <- list(

tseries::jarque.bera.test(tsuniv), #-- test normality, general
tseries::kpss.test(tsuniv), #-- test of stationarity (level)
tseries::kpss.test(tsuniv, null = "Trend"), #-- station., trend
tseries::adf.test(tsuniv), #-- test of non-stationarity
forecast::Acf(tsuniv), #-- better than acf, which has 1 at lag=0 :)
forecast::Pacf(tsuniv),
tsfeatures::tsfeatures(tsuniv)

)
rlist_univ # discuss stationary also



▶ multi-variate time series characteristics

see https://robjhyndman.com/hyndsight/tscharacteristics/

# example
set.seed(999)
tsmultiv <- ts(matrix(rnorm(3000),ncol=100),freq=4)
# all important characteristics of multivar ts in:
all_characteristics <- tsfeatures::tsfeatures(tsmultiv)
all_characteristics

These include:

frequency, nperiods, seasonal period, trend, spike, linearity, curvature, auto-correlation
seasonal strength, peak, trough, entropy, variations in some of these

https://robjhyndman.com/hyndsight/tscharacteristics/


Identify anomalies in time series

# devtools::install_github("robjhyndman/anomalous")
set.seed(999)
tsmultiv <- ts(matrix(rnorm(3000),ncol=100),freq=4)
library(anomalous)
y <- anomalous::tsmeasures(tsmultiv)
anomalous::biplot.features(y)
anomalous::anomaly(y)

##- Alternative
## install.packages('anomalize') #!#
## it needs tibble or tibbletime objects # to test!



Model validation and model performance
▶ For glm models (install lmtest first!)

x <- c(1:30); y <- xˆ2+rnorm(30,0,2); model_ex = lm(y~x);
model_a <- model_ex

# model is regression type or glm
raintesting <- lmtest::raintest(model_a, order.by="mahalanobis")
#i.e. may order by distance from mean regressor
print(raintesting)
qf(0.95, raintesting$parameter[1], raintesting$parameter[2]) # crit.val.

### J.M. Utts (1982), The Rainbow Test for Lack of Fit in Regression.
### Communications in Statistics -- Theory and Methods 11,2801--2815.



#-Durbin-Watson-Test on autocorrelation of residuals / prediction errors
# similar tests: Breusch-Godfrey and Ljung-Box #########

durbin_watson_testing <- lmtest::dwtest(model_a)
durbin_watson_testing # null hypothesis: autocorrelation is zero

hist(residuals(model_a))

#normality test for residuals of models
jarque_bera_testing <- tseries::jarque.bera.test(residuals(model_a))
print(jarque_bera_testing)



##a GOF test based on an entropy measure, see
##Justine Lequesne, Philippe Regnault. vsgoftest:
##An R Package for Goodness-of-Fit Testing Based on
##Kullback-Leibler Divergence, 2018

library("vsgoftest")
vs_goodness_of_fit_testing <- vsgoftest::vs.test(x=residuals(model_a),

densfun="dnorm")
print(vs_goodness_of_fit_testing)



For time series models (and not only!)

# portmanteau tests for model residuals, ts models
# H0: any of a group of autocorrelations (Ljung, Box) are not zero
portmanteau_testing_ts_resid <- Box.test (residuals(model_a),

lag = 1, type="Ljung")
print(portmanteau_testing_ts_resid)
## visualization: model diagnostics
opar <- par(mfrow = c(2,2), oma = c(0, 0, 1.1, 0))
plot(model_a, las = 1)
# 1. random res-fitted?; 2. are errors normally distrib (qqplot)?;
# 3. random scale-location?;
# 4. which points have greatest influence on fit?
## visualization, more residuals diagnostics
lag.plot(residuals(model_a), lags=12, do.lines=FALSE) # any pattern? Yes!





kpss_testing <- tseries::kpss.test(residuals(model_a))
print(kpss_testing) #------- test of stationarity

adf_testing <- tseries::adf.test(residuals(model_a))
print(adf_testing) #-------- test of non-stationarity

#visualization: (auto-) correlation
par(mfrow=c(2,1))
# estimate of autocorr. fct, uni/multi-variate
acf(residuals(model_a))
# estimate of partial autocorr. fct, uni/multi-variate
pacf(residuals(model_a))



Part 3

Output interpretation and explanation,
including in-depth statistical analysis

(stage 6.3 of GSBPM)
using R



https://statswiki.unece.org/display/GSBPM/6.3+Interpret+and+explain+outputs

 

https://statswiki.unece.org/display/GSBPM/6.3+Interpret+and+explain+outputs


Methods of output interpretation and explanation
▶ evaluate how well the statistics reflect the initial expectations
▶ view the statistics from all perspectives using different tools and media
▶ use in-depth statistical analyses such as:

▶ time-series analysis
▶ model performance, assumptions, comparisons
▶ hypotheses testing for:

▶ consistency and comparability analysis
▶ revision analysis (analysis of the differences between preliminary and revised estimates)
▶ analysis of asymmetries (discrepancies in mirror statistics)



Special statistical models: multilevel/hierarchical and time series

R-packages for MLM
(see https://bookdown.org/mike/data_analysis/linear-mixed-models.html#example-
1-pulps)
▶ lme4, nlme
▶ brms, MCMCglmm (Bayesian)

https://bookdown.org/mike/data_analysis/linear-mixed-models.html#example-1-pulps
https://bookdown.org/mike/data_analysis/linear-mixed-models.html#example-1-pulps


Motivating example for MLM

 

(see example at https://shouldbewriting.netlify.app/posts/2019-10-21-accounting-for-
within-and-between-subject-effect/)

https://shouldbewriting.netlify.app/posts/2019-10-21-accounting-for-within-and-between-subject-effect/
https://shouldbewriting.netlify.app/posts/2019-10-21-accounting-for-within-and-between-subject-effect/


MLM example

library(faraway)
data(pulp, package = "faraway")
plot(

y = pulp$bright,
x = pulp$operator,
xlab = "Operator",
ylab = "Brightness"

)



pulp %>% dplyr::group_by(operator) %>%
dplyr::summarise(average = mean(bright))

#> # A tibble: 4 x 2
#> operator average
#> <fct> <dbl>
#> 1 a 60.2
#> 2 b 60.1
#> 3 c 60.6
#> 4 d 60.7



library(lme4)

mixed_model <- lmer(formula = bright ~ 1 + (1 | operator),
# pipe (i..e, | ) denotes random-effect terms
data = pulp)

summary(mixed_model)



#> Linear mixed model fit by REML. t-tests use Satterthwaite's method [
#> lmerModLmerTest]
#> Formula: bright ~ 1 + (1 | operator)
#> Data: pulp
#>
#> REML criterion at convergence: 18.6
#>
#> Scaled residuals:
#> Min 1Q Median 3Q Max
#> -1.4666 -0.7595 -0.1244 0.6281 1.6012
#>



#> Random effects:
#> Groups Name Variance Std.Dev.
#> operator (Intercept) 0.06808 0.2609
#> Residual 0.10625 0.3260
#> Number of obs: 20, groups: operator, 4
#>
#> Fixed effects:
#> Estimate Std. Error df t value Pr(>|t|)
#> (Intercept) 60.4000 0.1494 3.0000 404.2 3.34e-08 ***
#> ---
#> Signif. codes: 0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1



coef(mixed_model)
#> $operator
#> (Intercept)
#> a 60.27806
#> b 60.14088
#> c 60.56767
#> d 60.61340
#>
#> attr(,"class")
#> [1] "coef.mer"



fixef(mixed_model) # fixed effects
#> (Intercept)
#> 60.4
confint(mixed_model) # confidence interval
#> 2.5 % 97.5 %
#> .sig01 0.000000 0.6178987
#> .sigma 0.238912 0.4821845
#> (Intercept) 60.071299 60.7287012
ranef(mixed_model) # random effects
#> $operator
#> (Intercept)
#> a -0.1219403
#> b -0.2591231
#> c 0.1676679
#> d 0.2133955
#>



#> with conditional variances for "operator"
VarCorr(mixed_model) # random effects standard deviation
#> Groups Name Std.Dev.
#> operator (Intercept) 0.26093
#> Residual 0.32596
re_dat = as.data.frame(VarCorr(mixed_model))
rho = re_dat[1,'vcov']/(re_dat[1,'vcov'] + re_dat[2,'vcov'])
# rho based on the above formula
rho
#> [1] 0.3905354



library(lmerTest)
summary(lmerTest::lmer(bright ~ 1 + (1 | operator), pulp))$coefficients
#> Estimate Std. Error df t value Pr(>|t|)
#> (Intercept) 60.4 0.1494434 3 404.1664 3.340265e-08
confint(mixed_model)[3,]
#> 2.5 % 97.5 %
#> 60.0713 60.7287



library(MCMCglmm)
mixed_model_bayes <- MCMCglmm(bright~1,random=~operator, data=pulp,

verbose=FALSE)
summary(mixed_model_bayes)$solutions

#> post.mean l-95% CI u-95% CI eff.samp pMCMC
#> (Intercept) 60.39377 60.18023 60.60114 791.6158 0.001



R-packages for time series
(see R. Hyndman book at https://otexts.com/fpp2/missing-outliers.html)
▶ tsoutliers
▶ imputeTS
▶ forecasts

https://otexts.com/fpp2/missing-outliers.html


Example time series with missing data, outliers and forecasting

library(forecast)
library(ggplot2)

gold2 <- na.interp(gold) ## estimates of missing data
##if need to apply ets(), stlf(), and tbats() for modeling and forecasting
##other methods do allow for missing data
autoplot(gold2, series="Interpolated") +

autolayer(gold, series="Original") +
scale_colour_manual(

values=c(`Interpolated`="red",`Original`="gray"))

tsoutliers(gold)
## values around the outlier point
gold[768:772]



 



## find outliers and also impute missing values if needed, with tsclean()

# gold %>%
# tsclean() %>%
# ets() %>%
# forecast(h=5) %>%
# autoplot()

##insert plot



 



REMINDERS

Outliers

# any data set; example:
df <- datasets::iris
# names of variables which are discrete and continuous
dnames <-names(DataExplorer::split_columns(df)$discrete)
cnames <- names(DataExplorer::split_columns(df)$continuous)

# qqplots of continuous variables
outliers_cont <- DataExplorer::plot_qq(df)

# boxplots by each discrete
outliers_by_Discretes <- lapply(dnames, FUN=function(varr) {

DataExplorer::plot_boxplot( df, by=varr ,
geom_boxplot_args = list("outlier.color"="red"))})

outliers_by_Discretes



# continue #
## univariate limits, using Tukey (inter-quartiles)
# df <- datasets::iris
outliers_table_Tukey <-

knitr::kable(
lapply(cnames, FUN=function(x0) {
c(

x0,
funModeling::tukey_outlier(as.data.frame(df)[[x0]])

)
}
)
, col.names = " ", caption="Interquartiles based: Tukey method" )

outliers_table_Tukey



## univariate limits, using Hampel (median based)
outliers_table_Hampel <-

knitr::kable(
lapply(cnames, FUN=function(x0) {

c( x0, funModeling::hampel_outlier(df[[x0]]) )
}
)
#, format="markdown"
, col.names = " ", caption="Median based: Hampel"

)
outliers_table_Hampel



▶ Optional exercise

#testing DDoutlier-package
# https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/DDoutlier/index.html

# chose a data set, then # df <- datasets::iris
X <- df
# connectivity based outlier detection, by setting an optional k
outlier_score <- DDoutlier::COF(dataset=X, k=8)
# sort and find index for most outlying observations
names(outlier_score) <- 1:nrow(X)
sort(outlier_score, decreasing = TRUE)



#continue#

# inspect the distribution of outlier scores
DD_hist <- hist(outlier_score)
#classify observations (outlier detection based on distance calculations!)
#so only numerical variables; if df <- datasets::iris, then only first 4 var
Distance_Based_classif <- cls_observations <-

DDoutlier::DB(dataset=X[,1:4], d=1, fraction=0.05)$classification
## remove outliers from dataset if you really want to
XX <- X[cls_observations=='Inlier',]

▶ could use the non-parametric bootstrap procedure based on the bootlier test
▶ for ts, use anomaly detection methods



Data variability

dnames <- names(DataExplorer::split_columns(df)$discrete)
cnames <- names(DataExplorer::split_columns(df)$continuous)
#continuous variables ---
print("mean, sd, skewness, standardised kurtosis and

standardised 5th and 6th cumulants are
calculated for continuous variables,
by using the package SimMultiCorrData ")

c_res <- c("var1","", "", "", "", "", "")
var1 <- character()
for (var1 in cnames){

c_res <- cbind(c_res, c(var1,
SimMultiCorrData::calc_moments(df[[var1]])))

}
c_res
# or use bootstrap!



#continue: discrete variables ---
d_res <- c("var1","var2","","","", "")
var1 <- character()
var2 <- character()
for (var1 in dnames){

for (var2 in dnames)
{
d_res <- cbind(d_res,

c(var1, var2,
funModeling::infor_magic(input =
df[[var1]],target =df[[var2]])))

}
}
d_res

en, mi , ig , gr are: maximum total entropy, mutual information/entropy, information
gain between input and target, information gain ratio between input and target



Testing assumptions about input and output data

print("the assumption about data to be checked: distributional difference")
#check if df1 and df2 come from different distributions: - why? Applic(ML)
#use resampling methods and/or KL measure
# example
df1 = iris[1:50,]$Petal.Length
df2= iris[101:150,]$Petal.Length
# continuous

library(LaplacesDemon)
kld <- LaplacesDemon::KLD(px=df1,py=df2)
kld # Kullback-Leibler Divergence

# or resampling based tests, using sm::density.compare
group.index <- rep( 1:2, c(length(df1), length(df2)) )
sm::sm.density.compare(c(px=df1,py=df2)

, group = group.index, model = "equal")

## note that a plot is generated automatically by this function





Conclusions
▶ The purpose of the data set has an important role in selecting methods of

imputation/analysis
▶ Implementation in R: non-unique, new packages and features appear continuously
▶ Cautionary remark: the scientific basis of the R-packages should be always the

main criterion for choosing the best solution



Practical sessions
▶ Ex.1: (i) test the mechanism of missing data (MCAR, MAR, MNAR) for the data

set as shown in the file ex1.Rmd; (ii) run the reporting functions for the data set
as shown in the file ex1.Rmd

▶ Ex.3: compare several imputation methods for a data set as shown in the file
ex2.Rmd

▶ Ex.4: run the analysis of longitudinal/clustered data and time series data by using
MLM and time series models as shown in the file ex3.Rmd



Thank you!

Discussion and feedback poll on:
▶ good quality of the course material: strongly agree, agree, somewhat disagree,

disagree, strongly disagree
▶ the new methods and techniques are useful: strongly agree, agree, somewhat

disagree, disagree, strongly disagree
▶ suggestions and comments (free text)


